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ofunfulfilled promises about productivity and quality gains from applying new
software methodologies and technologies, developers are realizing that their
fundamental problem is their inability
to manage the software process. In
many organizations, projects are often
excessively late and over budget, and the
benefits of better methods and tools
cannot be realized in the maelstrom of
an undisciplined, chaotic project.
In November 1986, the Software
Engineering Institute, with assistance
from ,\litre Corp., began developing a
process-maturity framew-orkthat would
help developers improve their software
process. In September 1987, the SEI released a brief description of the processmaturit) framework’ which u-as later
expanded in IVatts Humphrey’s hook,
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Managing the Sojbare Process.’
T h e SEI also developed two methods -software-process assessment and
software-capability evaluation - and a
maturity questionnaire3 to appraise
software-process maturity.
After four years of experience with
the process-maturity framework and
the preliminary version of the maturity
questionnaire, the SEI evolved the maturity framework into the Capability
Maturity Model.
T h e CMM presents sets of recommended practices in a number of key
process areas that have been shown to
enhance software-development and
maintenance capability. T h e CMM is
based on knowledge acquired from
software-process assessments and extensive feedback from both industry
and government.
JULY 1 9 9 3

The CMM p d e s developers on how to
gain control of their development and
maintenance processes and how to evolve
toward a culture of software-engineering
and management excellence. It was designed to help developers select processimprovement strategies by determining
their current process maturity and identifylng the most critical issues to improving
their software quality and process.
By focusing on a limited set of activities
and working aggressivelyto acheve them,
a developer can steadily improve the organization-wide software process to enable
continuous and lasting gains in capability.
The initial release of the CMM, version 1.0, was reviewed and used by the
software community during 1991 and
1992. A workshop, held in April 1992, on
CMM 1.O was attended by about 200 software professionals. The current version of
the CMM4 is the result of the feedback
from that workshop and ongoing feedback
from the software communitv. In &IS amle, we summarize the t e c h c a l report

that describes version 1.1; the box below
summarizes the changes made.

IMMATURITY VERSUS MATURITY
Setting sensible goals for process improvement requires an understandmg of
the difference between immature and mature software organizations.

Imncrtuity. In an immature organization, software processes are generally improvised by practitioners and their managers during a project. Even if a software
process has been specified, it is not rigorously followed or enforced.
The immature software organization is
reactionary -its managers are usually focused on solving immediate crises (better
known as fire fighting). Schedules and
budgets are routinely exceeded because
they are not based on realistic estimates.
When hard deadlines are imposed, product functionalitv and aualitv are often
compromised to meet a schedule.

Most of the changes we
mostaxeasremainsthesame.
madetoCM.Mversion1.0
We rewrote all the goals,to
were done to improve the con- emphasize process end states
&tency of tzle key-practim
rather hresults, and to remove subwords like“efstrueme, darifyconcepts, and
fective.” The goalsnow serveas
provide codstmtwording.
an integrating framework for
We made no changes to the
h i g h - I e d m a t u r i t y ~ e d ratingkeyprocesSareas:Ea&
We also added an index and ex- key praaice maps to one or
panded and refined the glossary more goals, and each p a l and
to provide additionalddcaits associated pmctices can be
tion for terms.
considered a subprocessarea.
We are working on a &-Satisfyingall the goals satisfies
tal report that summarizesthe
the key process area.
changes and willindude deWealmehimtidreduntailed traceabilityabla, s ~ n - dantpt.acticesand@ed
maries of the changefor each
cmss--mdy.
key proces~mea, and the docU- w k 3 l m m m - d ment-design criteria.This is a
e€en@~tokeypraCtiQs
~ O f t h a t rather
~ than
~ to~the entire
t
are.
Gwmlclaga.Thenames
of some key process areas have
changed,but the content of

lqogr d m g ~W
~e. devdoped and used wording templates to add consistencyand to
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An immature organization has no objective way to judge product quality or
solve product o r process problems.
Therefore, product quallty is difficult to
predict. Activities intended to enhance
quality, such as reviews and testing, are
often curtailed or eliminated when projects fall behmd schedule.
Mcrhrity. A mature organization possesses an organization-wide ability to
manage development and maintenance.
Managers can accurately communicate
the software process to staff and new employees, and work activities are carried out
according to the planned process.
The mandated processes are usable
and consistent with the way the work actually gets done. These defined processes
are updated when necessary, with improvements developed through controlled pilot tests and cost-benefit analyses. Roles and responsibilities are clear
w i h a project and acros an organization.
In a mature organization, managers

help usersunderstand when we
are and aren’t talking about
similar concepts -WO+
differences are now purpctseful.
We expanded the overview
section of the key practices that
apply to groups and roles, to
better explain these concepts.
Convemly, we removed the
conceptual organization chart,
to emphasize that each organization should map the CMM
rolesto their own organization.
The WOtemplate for
policies changed from “the organization followsa written
policy for X” to “the project follows a written organizational
policy for X”This reflectsthe
emphasis in many key process
areason project activities It
does impv that organizational
policies are required, even at
level 2, where the “ope of the

policy was ambiguous before.
We made h s changeto reflect
the C M M ’ s emphasis on organizational improvement
wheIlbothorganizational
and project activities are expected,h e hnguageinversion
1.1expliadyidm&esthe entity
inmdedtobethepedomer.
When appropriate,we substituted the term “software
work product” for ‘‘software
prOduct.”These definitions are
now generally consistentwith
IEEE usage,which definesa
software work product to include both nondeliverable and
deliverablep d u m and a software product to include deliverable only.
We carefullyconsidered the
use of the wording “reviews
and approves” or “reviewsand
agrees to;” only when the
1’
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monitor the quality of protlucts and the organization.
process that produced them. There is an
+ Sojiware-piacess capabzlig describes
objective, quantitative basis for judging the range of expected results that can be
product quality and analyLing problems ’ acheved by following a software process.
with the product and process. Schedules An organization’s software-process capaand budgets are based on historical perfor- 1 bility is one way to predict the most likely
mance and are reahstic; erpected-results outcome of the next software project it
for cost, schedule, functionality, and qual- undertakes.
ity are usually achieved.
+ Sofhlare-praces perfomawe repreIn general, a disciplined process is con- sents the actual results achieved by followsistently followed because all the partici- ing a software process. Process perforpants understand the value of doing so, mance focuses on acheved results; process
and an infrastructure exists to support the capability focuses on expected results.
process.
+ Software-proces matwity is the extent
to whch a specific process is explicitly defined, managed, measured, controlled,
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS
and effective. Maturity implies a potential
A software process is a set of activities, for growth in capability and indicates both
methods, practices, and transformations the richness of an organization’s software
that people use to develop and maintain process and the consistency with which it
software and associated products (project is applied in projects throughout the orgaplans, design documents, code, test cases, nization.
user manuals, and so on). As an organizaAs a software organization gains in mation matures, the software process be- turity, it institutionhzes its software procomes better defined and more consis- cess via policies, standards, and organizatently implemented throughout the tional structures. Institutionalization
~

agreement aspectwas appropriate did we retain that wording.
Otherwise,we used only “reviews,” usuallywhen the software-engineering group would
not be expected to have the authority to approve the item.
We replaced the phrase
“Thisprocedurdpolicyrequires that” to “Thisprwedurdpolicytypically specifies
that” to remove the implication that what follows is a
cheddist Key practices describe the normal behavior expected in an organization;they
are not intended to be a requirements specificationfor the
process.
To reduce confusion about
the terms “process,”’’activity,’’
and “task,”we used “task”
when we meant to describe a
defined unit of work with
known enay and exit criteria,
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and “activity”only when a
more general term was appropriate.

entails building an infrastructure and a
corporate culture that supports the methods, practices, and procedures of the business so that they endure after those who
originally defined them have gone.
Five motuity levels. Continuous process
improvement is based on many small, evolutionary steps rather than revolutionary
innovations. The staged structure of the
CWl is based on principles of product
quahty espoused by Walter Shewart, W.
Edwards Deming, Joseph Juran, and
Philip Crosby.
The C\IM provides a kamework for
organizing these evolutionary steps into
five maturity kzds, shown in Figure 1, that
lay successive foundations for continuous
process improvement. The levels deiine
an ordinal scale for measuring process maturity and evaluating process capability.
The levels also help an organization prioritize its improvement efforts.
Each maturity level comprises a set of
process goals that, when satisfied, stabilize
an important component of a software

merit's involvement in planning
activities.
+ &@are P i y e t Packmg
and ournight:Many of the
Led2 dregas.In general, at changes in this area are inthislevel we replaced the word tended to clarify who does
what., emphasizing the soft“process”with ’’activity‘‘or
“procedure.”In version 1.1, we wareengineering group’s
reserve ‘‘process” for higher lev- responsibilities.
+ &@are SzrEccontractManels, in the context of an
organization’sstandard or a
agement: This area addresses
the role of strategicbusiness alproject’s defined process.
+ ReqUirementsManageliancesin subcontracting.The
merit Here we tried to sharpen
focusof the practices is on a
&e focuson requirements man- principal-subordinate, not an
agement as seen fi-om a softequal, relationship.
ware-engineering perspective,
+ S$ware@tyrraurrmee:
while recognizing that the deWe added ability 1(“a group
that is responsible for w r d i velopmentand revision of renating and implementingSQA
quirements typically is not the
responsibilityof the softwarefor the project ... exists or is esengineering group.
tablished”) in the document-deSofiwme pfolect PLtnnins sign criteria.
We added a verification prac+ &@areCo@gwation
i P b w g m t :We replaced the
tice to address senior manage-

+

hierarchy of configuration
item, configuration a m p nent, and configurationunit
with the phrase “configuration
itedunit.” This change reflects the ongoingevolutionof
the terminologyin the standards world and maximizesflexibility.

L
e
d 3 d#lger.We made the
interrelationshipsamong the
Organization Process Focus,
Organization Process Definition, and Integrated Software
Management key process areas
more explicit through cross-referencing.
+ organivltion ProCesr F m
This area covers the creation of
the organization’sstandard process and related process assets.

+ organizatimprocesSDefi-

nition:This area describes the
assets created above, which are
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process. Acheving each level of maturity
establishes a different component in a software process, resulting in an increase in
the process capabdity of an organization.
The labeled arrows in Figure 1 indicate
the type of process capability being institutionalized by an organization at each
step of the maturity hmework.

Bdwnrkmlcharacterizah. Maturity levels
2 through 5 can be characterized through
the activities performed by an organization to establish or improve its software
process, by activities performed on each
project, and by the resulting process capability across projects. We include a behavioral characterization oflevel 1 to establish
a base of comparison for process improvements at hgher maturity levels.
+ Level 1:Initial. At the Initial level, an
organization typically does not provide a
stable environment for developing and
maintaining software. Such organizations
frequently have difficulty making commitments that the staff can meet with an
orderly engineering process, resulting in a

tamed as inappmpriatelypreSaiptlV€.
+ Tminbzghgrm:Tlie
1992 CMM Workshop proposed refocusing this key process area to Skills Building,
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Figure 1. Maturity f i a m m k withfive levels, each me thefoundation fm the next,

We changed the terminologlr
about groups throughout, e h mating the term “project
groups” m hvor of “softwareengineeringp p , ” “(odm;
engineering groups,” “software-

agement:We added commit-

cess ChangeM a n a p n m t

ment 1, which addressespolicy

more explicit, duough emsreferences.
+~ctpruvention.we
d e se~eralwording change^
throughout this key promis

unplementationby the project.
This key process a m invohw
si+mt activities by MI
projects and the organization,

I
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series of crises. During a crisis, projects
typically abandon planned procedures and
revert to coding and testing.
Success depends entirely on having an
exceptional manager and a seasoned and
effective development team. Occasionally,
capable and forceful sofixare managers
can withstand the pressures to take shortcuts, but when they leave the project their
stabilizing influence leaves with them.
Even a strong engineering
cannot over- process
_
come the instability created bv the absence of
sound management practices. (Selecting, hiring,
developing, and retaining
competent people are significant issues for organizations at all levels of mturity, but they are largely
outside the scope of the
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baselined, and their integrity is controlled.
Project standards are defined, and the organization ensures they are fiithfully followed. The project team works with their
subcontractors, if any, to establish a customer-supplier relationship.
Processes may differ among projects in
a level 2 organization. To achieve level 2,
an organization must have policies that
help project managers establish appropriate management processes.
The process capability
of level 2 organizations
”
can be summarized as disciplined because project
planning and trackmg are
stable and earlier Successes can be repeated.
+ Leuel 3: Defined. At
the Defined level, a typical process for developing
and maintaining software
across the organization is documented, including both software-engineering and
management processes, and these processes are integrated into a coherent
whole. T h e C M M calls this an
organization’s standwd software process.
Processes established at level 3 are used
(and changed, as appropriate) to help
managers and staff perform more effectively. An organization exploits effective
software-engineering practices when
standardizing its processes.
A group -like a software-engineering
process group’ - is responsible for an
organization’s process activities. An organization-wide training program ensures
that the staff and managers have the
knowledge and skills they require.
Project teams tailor an organization’s
standard software process to develop their
own defined process, which takes into account the project’s unique characteristics.
A defined process contains a coherent, integrated set of well-defined software-engineering and management processes.
- A weil-defined Gocess includes readiness criteria, inputs, standards and procedures for performing the work, verification mechanisms (such as peer reviews),
outputs, and completion criteria. Because
the process is well-defined, management

In spite of tlus ad hoc, even chaotic,
process, level 1 organizations frequently
develop products that work, even though
they may be over budget and behind
schedule. Success in level 1 organizations
depends on the competence and heroics of
the people in an organization and cannot
be repeated unless the same competent individuals are assigned to the next project.
Thus, at level 1, capability is a characteristic of individuals, not organizations.
+ Level 2: Repeatable. At the Repeatable
level, policies for managng a software
project and procedures to implement
those policies are established. The planning and managment of new projects is
based on experience with similar projects.
Process capability is enhanced by imposing basic process-management discipline
project by project.
Projects in level 2 organizations have
installed basic management controls. Realistic project commitments are based on
the results observed on previous projects
and on the requirements of the current
project. Project managers track costs,
schedules, and functionality and identify
problems in meeting commitments when
they arise.
Software requirements and the work
products developed to satisfy them are

~L

has good insight into technical progress
on all projects.
The software-process capability of
level 3 organizations can be summarized
as standard and consistent because both
software engineering and management
activities are stable and repeatable. W i h n
product lines, cost, schedule, and
functionality are under control and quality
is tracked. This process capability is based
on a common, organization-wide understanding of the activities, roles, and responsibilities in a defined process.
+ Level 4: Managed. At the Managed
level, an organization sets quantitative
quality goals for both products and processes and instruments processes with
well-defined and consistent measurements. Productivity and quality are measured for important process activities
across all projects as part of an organizational measurement program. Software
products are of predictably high quality.
An organization-wide process database
is used to collect and analyze the data
available from a project’s defined processes. These measurements establish the
quantitative foundation for evaluating a
project’s processes and products. Projects
control their products and processes by
narroming the variation in their performance to fall w i h n acceptable quantitative boundaries. Meaningful variations in
process performance can be distinguished
from random variation (noise), particularly within established product lines. The
risks involved in moving up the learning
curve of a new application domain are
known and carefully managed.
T h e software-process capability of
level 4 organizations can be summarized
as being quantifiable and predictable because the process is measured and operates
within measurable limits. This level of capability lets an organization predict trends
in process and product quality within the
quantitative bounds of these limits. Because the process is both stable and measured, when some exceptional circumstance occurs, an organization can identify
and address the special cause of the variation. When the known limits of the process are exceeded, managers take action to
correct the situation.
.~
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+ Level I: Optimizing. At the Optimiz-Target
Plans based an past
ing level, the entire organization is focused
on continuous process improvement. The
organization has the means to identify
organizations
1$ I)>%
weaknesses and strengthen the process
proactively, with the goal of preventing
defects. Data on process effectiveness is
used to perform cost-benefit analyses of
With well-defined processes,
new technologies and propose changes to
performance improves in
the process. Innovations that exploit the
level 3 organizations
best software-engineering practices are
identified and transferred throughout an
organization.
Project teams in level 5 organizations
Based on quantitative
analyze defects to determine their causes,
understandingof process
evaluate the process to prevent known
and produd, performance
continues to improve in
types of defects from recumng, and dislevel 4 organizations
seminate lessons learned to other projects.
Every system has chronic waste, in the
fonn of rework, due to random variation
in the tasks to be performed. At level 5,
waste is unacceptable;organized efforts to
Performance continuously
remove waste result in changing the sysimproves in level 5
tem by changing the cmmm causes of inorganizations
efficiency. Reducing waste happens at all
the maturity levels, but it is the focus of
level 5 .
T h e software-process capability of Figure 2. Expected improvements in meeting goals (time, cost, etc.) as a process matures. (A) The eiirue in
level 5 organizations can be summarized as level 1 o r g a n i u t i m is to the right of the target line because schedules and budgets are largely not met, and it
continuously improving because level 5 c o z * m n broad area because perfwmnce cannot be predicted; (B) more mature organimtions can deliver
organizations are continuously striving to prqects of similar size and application in a smaller range and closer to the target; (C) still more matzlre
improve the range of their process capa- organizations not only deliver more pmjects on target, but displace the target line horizontally, indicating
bility, thereby improving the process per- shorter development time or reduced cost; (D)perfwormanre continues to improve because the process isadjlwted
formance of their projects. Improvement based on quanitative data; and (E) reduced rework and improved predictability are kty to&rther improvement.
occurs both by incremental advancements
in the existing process and by innovations
First, as maturity increases, the differ- the curve is concentrated near the target
in technologies and methods. Technology ence between targeted results and actual h e .
and process improvements are planned and results decreases across projects. For examThird, as an organization matures,
rnanaged as ordinary business acdvities.
ple, level 1 organizations often miss their costs decrease, development time shortoriginally scheduled delivery dates by a ens, and productivity and quality increase.
Prediing performance. An organization’s wide margin. In Figure 2a, tlus is illustrated In a level 1 organization, development
process maturity helps predict a project’s by how much of the area under the curve lies time can be quite long because of rework.
ability to meet its goals. Projects in level 1 to the right of the target h e . More mature In contrast, more mature organizations
organizations experience wide variations organizations should be able to meet tar- have increased process efficiency and reduced rework, shortening development
in achieving cost, schedule, functionality, geted dates with increased accuracy.
and quality targets.
Second, as maturity increases, the vari- time. In Figure Zc, &IS is illustrated by the
As Figure 2 illustrates, we can expect ability of actual results around targeted re- horizontal displacement of the target line
three improvements in meeting targeted sults decreases. For example, in level 1 or- from the origin.
Improved prediction rests on the asgoals as an organization’s process matures. ganizations, delivery dates for projects of
These expectations are based on the similar size are unpredictable and vary sumption that reducing noise, often in the
quantitative results process improve- widely. Similar projects in a more mature form of rework, improves predictability.
ment has achieved in other industries, organization, however, will be delivered Unprecedented systems complicate the
and they are consistent with the initial w i h a smaller range. In Figure 2b, this is picture, because new technologies and apillustrated by how much of the area under plications lower process capability by incase study results reported.’.’’
7
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Upper management will use it to
understand the activities necessary to
launch a process-improvement program
in their organization.
+ Technical staff and process-improvement groups will use it as a guide to
help them define and improve their
organization’sprocess.
Because these uses are diverse, the
CMM must be decomposed in sufficient
, detail so that actual recommendations can
be derived from it. This decomposition
indicates the key processes and their s m c ture that characterize software-process
I maturity and software-process capability.

L
Figure 3. Each matlinty koel is cmnpored of keypmerr arear, which are compared of commonfeatures, which
in tu771 specifi key practzces.

creasing variability.
Nevertheless, the management and
engineering practices characteristic of
more mature organizations help identify
and address problems in unprecedented
systems earlier in development than
would be possible in less mature organizations. In some cases, a mature process means
that “failed” projects are identified early, so
investment in a lost cause is minimized.
The documented case studies of software-process improvement indicate that
they result in significant improvements in
both quality and productivity. The return
on investment seems to be in the 5:1 to 8:1
range for successful process-improvement
efforts.

Skpping levels. Trying to skip maturity
levels is counterproductive because each
level is a necessary foundation from which
to achieve the next level. Organizations
can institute specific process improvements a t any time, even before they are
prepared to advance to the level at whch
the practice is recommended. However,
developers should understand that the stability of these improvements is at greater
risk because they do not rest on a complete
foundation. Processes without a proper
foundation fail at the very time they are
needed most - under stress - and provide no basis for future improvement.
For example, a well-defined level 3
process can be placed at great risk if man-

agement makes a poorly planned schedule
commitment or fails to control changes to
the baselined requirements. Similarly,
many developers have collected the detailed data that is characteristic of level 4,
only to find they cannot interpret it because their process is inconsistent.
At the same time, process improvement should focus on the needs of an organization in the context of its business
environment. Higher level practices may
address a project’s or an organization’s immediate needs. For example, one of the
recommended steps to move from level 1
to level 2 is to establish a software-engineering process group, which is an attribute of level 3 organizations. So, while
such a group is not a necessary characteristic of a level 2 organization, it can be
useful in achieving level 2.

C M M OPERATIONAL DEFINITION
The CLI/IMframework represents a
path of improvements to increased software-process capability. The operational
elaboration of the CMM is designed to
support the many ways it will be used, four
of which are
+ Assessment teams will use it to identify strengths and weaknesses in an organization.
+ Evaluation teams will use it to identify the risks of selecting among contractors and to monitor contracts.

Internal struttue. T h e CMM decomposes each maturity level into constituent
parts, with the exception of level 1. As Figure 3 shows, each level is composed of
several k q process areas. Each key process
area is organized into five sections called
cmrnon features. The common features
specify key pructices, whch, when collecdvely-addressed, accomplish the goals of
the key process area.

Key process OMIS. Key process areas indicate where an organization should focus to
improve its software process. They identify
the issues that must be addressed to achieve
a maturity level, as Figure 4 illustrates.
Each key process area identifies a cluster of related activities that, when performed collectively, acheve a set of goals
considered important for enhancing process capability. T h e path to achieving
these goals may differ across projects, depending on the application domain or environment. Nevertheless, all the goals of a
key process area must be acheved for an
organization to satisfy it.
The use of the adjective “key” implies
that there are process areas (and processes)
that are not key to acheving a maturity
level. The CMM does not dexribe in detail all the process areas involved with developing and maintaining software, only
those that have been identified as key determiners of process capability.
Key process areas may be viewed as
requirements for acheving a maturity
level: To achieve a maturity level, the key
process areas for that level must be satis_
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fied. (Level 1 has no key process areas.)
The specific practices to be executed in
each key process area will evolve as an organization achieves higher levels. For example, many ofthe project-estimating capabilities described in the project planning
key process area at level 2 must evolve to
handle the additional project data available at level 3.

Level 2. The key process areas at level 2
focus on establishing basic project-nianagement controls.
+ Repii.emetits ,l.laizugevmt means establishing a coninion understanding between a customer and a project team of the
customer’s requirements. This agreement
is the hasis for planning and nianaging a
project.
+ Soficni-c Project Pluming means establishing reasonable plans for engneering and managing a project. These plans
are the foundation project inmagenient.
+ S@zciwe Pmjert 3zcking und O m sight means to establish adequate visibility
into actual progress so that management
can take effective action when a project’s
perfonnance deviates significantly from
the plans.
+ Softxww Siibconti-act ,%!lmtugtwent
means to select qualified subcontractors
and manage them effectively.
+ Soofwm Quuliq A.wwuixe inems to
provide management with appropriate
visibility into the process being used and
the produca being built.
+ Sojiwiilu Coq5gziztion &Iuiiagemnit
means to establish and maintain the integrity of a project’s producw: throughout its
life cycle.
level 3. The key process areas at level 3
address both project and organizational issues, as an organization establishes ‘aninfrastructure that institutionalizes effective
software-engineering and management
processes across all projects.
+ Or-giinizutiori Pr.oce.cs FOLZ*-means to
establish an organizational responsibility
for activities that improve an
organization’s overall software-process
capability.
+ Ohgunizatim Pr-ocen Dejbiitim means
to develop and maintain a usable set of

process assets that improve processes
across projects and provide a basis for defming meaningful data for quantitative
process management. These assets are a
foundation that can be institutionalized
through mechanisms like training.
+ 5aining PF-ogrum means to develop
the skills and knowledge of individuals so
that they can be effective and efficient.
Training is an organizational responsibility, but projects should identify necessary
skills and provide training when their
needs are unique.
+ Integr-uted Sofhare Murtugenzent
means to integrate software-engineering
and management activities into a coherent, defined process that is tailored from
an organization’s standard software process and related process assets. Tailoring is
based on the business environment and
technical needs of a project.
+ Sofi..~r-e Prodzut Engineeiiitg means
to consistently perform a well-defined
process that integrates all technical activities - requirements analysis, design,

code, and test, among others - to produce correct, consistent software products
effectively and efficiently.
+ Intwgtvup Comdinatim means to establish a way for a software-engineering
group to participate actively with other
engineering groups so that a project team
can better satisfy the customer’s needs.
+ Pew Reviews means to remove defects from work products early and efficiently. An important corollary effect is to
develop a better understanding of the
work products and preventable defects.
Peer review is an important and effective
method that can be implemented through
inspections or structured walkthroughs,
for example.

I

level 4. The key process areas at level 4
focus on establishing a quantitative understanding of both the software process and
the software work products being built.
+ Quuntitutive Process iZlanagement
means to control a project’s process performance quantitatively. A project’s pro-

f
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Process thonoe monaoement

Figure 4. K q process areas identijj goals that milst be met to achieve a maturity level. The path to achieving
these ,cods imy differ arrossprqierts.
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cess performance comprises the actual results achieved from following a software
process. The focvsis on identifylngspecial
causes of variation w i h J measurably
stable process and correcting, as appropriate, the circumstances that
created them.

velop a quanntaave un-

I

scribes the actions an organization must
take to ensure its process is established and
enduring. This typically involves establ i s h g organizational policies and obtaining senior-management sponsorshp.
+ Ability to perfbrm,
which describes the pre-

DESCRIBE
NOT MANDATE
HOW TO DO IT.

I

level5 The key process
areas at level 5 focus on
issues that both organizations and projects must address to implement continuous and measurable process
improvement
+ Defect Prtvention means to identify
the causes of defects and prevent them
from recurring by analyzing them and
changing the defined process.
+ Technology Change .l.lanagement
means to identify beneficial new technologies (such as tools, methods, and processes) and transfer them into an organization in an orderly manner. The focus here
is on efficient innovation in an everchanging world.
+ Process ChangeMamgementmeans to
continually improve an organization’s
processes with the intent of improving
quaky, increasing productivity, and decreasing development time.

Gods. Goals, which summarize key
practices, are used to determine if an organization or project has effectively implemented a key process area. The goals signify the scope, boundaries, and intent of
each key process area.
C ~ m n o nfeahwes. For convenience, the
practices that describe the key process
areas are organized by common features.
The common features are attributes that
indicate whether the implementation and
institutionalization of a key process area is
effective, repeatable, and lasting.
The five common features are
+ Commitment to p e i f i m , which de-
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ment the process com-

pe$med,

which describes the roles
and mocedures necessani
to implement a key pros
involves establishcess area. T h ~ typically
ing plans and procedures, performing the
work, tracking it, and talung corrective acnons as necessary.
+ Memlrement and analyrir, which describes the need to measure the process
and analyze the measurements. This typically involves obtaining sample measurements that could determine the status and
effectiveness of activities performed.
+ Vmfiing implementation, which describes the steps to ensure that the activities are performed in compliance with the
standard process. Tlus typically involves
reviews and audits by management and
quality assurance.
Activities performed describes what
must be implemented to establish a process capability; the others, taken as a
whole, are the basis by which an organization can institutionalize activities performed.
Key prCKtices. Each key process area is
described in terms of key practices that
contribute to satisfymgits goals. Keypractices describe the infrastructure and activities that contribute most to the effective
implementation and institutionalization
of the key process area.
Each key practice consists of a single
sentence, often followed by a more detailed description, whch may include examples and elaboration. These key practices, also called top-level key practices,
state the fundamental policies, proce-

dures, and activities for the key process
area. The components of the detailed description are fi-equentlyreferred to as subpractices.
The key practices describe what to do,
but they do not mandate how to do it. Alternative practices may also accomplish
the goals of the key process area. The key
practices should be interpreted rationally,
to judge if the goals of the key process area
are effectively, although perhaps differently, achieved. The key practices are contained in a separate report, along with
guidance on their interpretation?

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Achieving higher levels of softwareprocess maturity is incremental and requires a long-term commitment to continuous process improvement. Software
organizations may take 10 years or more
to build the foundation for, and a culture
oriented toward, continuous process improvement. Although a decade-long process improvement program is foreign to
most US companies, t h ~ level
s
of effort is
required to produce mature software organizations.
The CMM is not a silver bullet and
does not address all the issues important
for successful projects. For example, it
does not currently address expertise in
particular application domains, advocate
specific software technologies, or suggest
how to select, hire, motivate, and retain
competent people -- although these issues
are crucial to a project’s success.
During the next few years, the CMM
will continue to undergo extensive testing
through use in software-process assessments, software-capability evaluations,
and process-improvement programs.
CMM-based products and training materials will be developed and revised as appropriate. The CMM is a living document
that will be improved, but the SEI anticiill remain
pates that CMM version 1.1 w
the baseline until at least 1996. This provides an appropriate and realistic balance
between the need for stabilityand the goal
of continuous improvement. A book on
the CMM is in progress for the SEI series
published by Addison-Wesley.
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The SEI is also workmg with the International Standards Organization in its efforts to build international standards for
software-pmcess assessment,improvement,
andcapQbilityevaluation.Thlseffortwillintegrate concepts f b m many process-improvement methods. The development of
the IS0 standards(and the contributions of
other methods)willinfluenceCMMversion
2.0, even as the SEI’Sproces workwill influence the activities of the ISO.

T

he CMM represents a commonsense-engineering approach to software-process improvement.The maturity
levels, key process areas, common features, and key practices have been extensively discussed and reviewed within the
software community. While the CMM is
not perfect, it does represent a broad consensus of the software community and is a
useful tool for guiding software-processimprovement efforts.
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